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The Royal British Legion
Lostock Hall announced the
following via Facebook on 7th
October.
“It is with deep sadness, but
totally understandable that the
Remembrance
Parade
and
Festival of Remembrance can
not go ahead in Lostock Hall this
year.
However,
the
branch
committee are looking into
various ways that we can all still
pay our respects and also raise
funds for the Poppy Appeal.

Remembrance Sunday
15th November 2020

It would be great if people
could display poppies, posters,
children’s drawings etc in house,
shop and business windows.
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We hope that the whole village
will once again, as you do
fantastically every year, take part
and help us celebrate our serving
armed forces and remember
those who have paid the ultimate
sacrifice.
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Lest We Forget
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Fratelli tutti’ – Short Summary
Fratelli tutti' is the title Pope Francis has chosen for his
encyclical letter dedicated to "human fraternity" and "social
friendship".
Fraternity and social friendship are the ways the Pontiff indicates to
build a better, more just and peaceful world, with the contribution of
all: people and institutions. With an emphatic confirmation of a ‘no’ to
war and to globalized indifference.
What are the great ideals but also the tangible ways to advance for
those who wish to build a more just and fraternal world in their
ordinary relationships, in social life, politics and institutions? This is
mainly the question that Fratelli tutti is intended to answer: the Pope
describes it as a “Social Encyclical” (6) which borrows the title of the
“Admonitions” of Saint Francis of Assisi, who used these words to
“address his brothers and sisters and proposed to them a way of life
marked by the flavour of the Gospel” (Par 1). The Encyclical aims to
promote a universal aspiration toward fraternity and social friendship.
In the background of the Encyclical is the Covid-19 pandemic which,
Francis reveals, “unexpectedly erupted” as he “was writing this letter”.
But the global health emergency has helped demonstrate that “no
one can face life in isolation” and that the time has truly come to
“dream, then, as a single human family” in which we are “brothers
and sisters all” (Par 8).
Chapter One: dark clouds cover the world
In the first of eight chapters, which is entitled “Dark Clouds over a
Closed World”, the document reflects on the many distortions of the
contemporary era: the manipulation and deformation of concepts
such as democracy, freedom, justice; the loss of the meaning of the
social community and history; selfishness and indifference toward the
common good; the prevalence of a market logic based on profit and
the culture of waste; unemployment, racism, poverty; the disparity of
rights and its aberrations such as slavery, trafficking, women
subjugated and then forced to abort, organ trafficking (see Par 1024). It deals with global problems that call for global actions,
emphasizes the Pope, also sounding the alarm against a “culture of
walls” that favours the proliferation of organized crime, fuelled by fear
and loneliness (see Par 27-28).
Chapter Two: strangers on the road
To many shadows, however, the Encyclical responds with a luminous
example, a herald of hope: the Good Samaritan. The second chapter,
“A stranger on the road”, is dedicated to this figure. In it, the Pope
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emphasizes that, in an unhealthy society that turns its back on
suffering and that is “illiterate” in caring for the frail and vulnerable
(see Par 64-65), we are all called – just like the Good Samaritan – to
become neighbours to others (see Par 81), overcoming prejudices,
personal interests, historic and cultural barriers. We all, in fact, are co
-responsible in creating a society that is able to include, integrate and
lift up those who have fallen or are suffering (see Par 77). Love builds
bridges and “we were made for love” (Par 88), the Pope adds,
particularly exhorting Christians to recognize Christ in the face of
every excluded person (see Par 85).
Chapter Three: vision of an open world
The principle of the capacity to love according to “a universal
dimension” (see Par 83) is also resumed in the third chapter,
“Envisaging and engendering an open world”. In this chapter Francis
exhorts us to go “‘outside’ the self” in order to find “a fuller existence
in another” (Par 88), opening ourselves up to the other according to
the dynamism of charity which makes us tend toward “universal
fulfilment” (Par 95). In the background – the Encyclical recalls – the
spiritual stature of a person’s life is measured by love, which always
“takes first place” and leads us to seek better for the life of the other,
far from all selfishness (Par 92-93). The sense of solidarity and of
fraternity begin within the family, which are to be safeguarded and
respected in their “primary and vital mission of education” (Par 114).
The right to live with dignity cannot be denied to anyone, the Pope
again affirms, and since rights have no borders, no one can remain
excluded, regardless of where they are born (see Par 121) In this
perspective the Pontiff also calls us to consider “an ethics of
international relations” (see Par 126), because every country also
belongs to foreigners and the goods of the territory cannot be denied
to those who are in need and come from another place. Thus, the
natural right to private property will be secondary to the principal of
the universal destination of created goods (see Par 120). The
Encyclical also places specific emphasis on the issue of foreign debt:
subject to the principal that it must be paid, it is hoped nonetheless
that this does not compromise the growth and subsistence of the
poorest countries (see Par 126).
Chapter Four: heart open to the world
To the theme of migration, the latter, entitled “A heart open to the
whole world”. With their lives “at stake” (Par 37), fleeing from war,
persecution, natural catastrophes, unscrupulous trafficking, ripped
from their communities of origin, migrants are to be welcomed,
protected, supported and integrated. Unnecessary migration needs to
be avoided, the Pontiff affirms, by creating concrete opportunities
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live with dignity in the countries of origin. But at the same time, we
need to respect the right to seek a better life elsewhere. In receiving
countries, the right balance will be between the protection of citizens’
rights and the guarantee of welcome and assistance for migrants (see
Par 38-40). Specifically, the Pope points to several “indispensable
steps, especially in response to those who are fleeing grave
humanitarian crises”: to increase and simplify the granting of visas; to
open humanitarian corridors; to assure lodging, security and essential
services; to offer opportunities for employment and training; to favour
family reunification; to protect minors; to guarantee religious freedom.
What is needed above all – the document reads – is global
governance, an international collaboration for migration which
implements long-term planning, going beyond single emergencies, on
behalf of the supportive development of all peoples (see Par 129-132).
Chapter Five: better politics
The theme of the fifth chapter is “A better kind of politics”, which
represents one of the most valuable forms of charity because it is
placed at the service of the common good (see Par 180) and
recognizes the importance of people, understood as an open
category, available for discussion and dialogue (see Par 160). This is
the populism indicated by Francis, which counters that “populism”
which ignores the legitimacy of the notion of “people”, by attracting
consensuses in order to exploit them for its own service and fomenting
selfishness in order to increase its own popularity (see Par 159). But a
better politics is also one that protects work, an “essential dimension
of social life”. The best strategy against poverty, the Pontiff explains,
does not simply aim to contain or render indigents inoffensive, but to
promote them in the perspective of solidarity and subsidiarity (see Par
187). The task of politics, moreover, is to find a solution to all that
attacks fundamental human rights, such as social exclusion; the
marketing of organs, tissues, weapons and drugs; sexual exploitation;
slave labour; terrorism and organized crime. The Pope makes an
emphatic appeal to definitively eliminate human trafficking, a “source
of shame for humanity”, and hunger, which is “criminal” because food
is “an inalienable right” (Par 188-189).
The politics we need, Francis also underscores, is a politics centred
on human dignity and not subjected to finance because “the
marketplace, by itself, cannot resolve every problem”: the “havoc”
wreaked by financial speculation has demonstrated this (see Par 168).
Hence, popular movements have taken on particular relevance: as
true “torrents of moral energy”, they must be engaged in society with
greater coordination. In this way – the Pope states – it will be possible
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to go beyond a Policy “with” and “of” the poor (see Par 169).
Another hope present in the Encyclical regards the reform of the UN:
in the face of the predominance of the economic dimension, a task of
the United Nations will be to give substance to the concept of a
“family of nations” working for the common good, the eradication of
poverty and the protection of human rights. Tireless recourse “to
negotiation, mediation and arbitration” – the Papal Document states –
the UN must promote the force of law rather than the law of force (see
Par 173-175).
Chapter Six: dialogue and friendship
From the sixth chapter, “Dialogue and friendship in society”, further
emerges the concept of life as the “art of encounter” with everyone,
even with the world’s peripheries and with original peoples, because
“each of us can learn something from others. No one is useless and
no one is expendable” (see Par 215). Then, of particular note, is the
Pope’s reference to the miracle of “kindness”, an attitude to be
recovered because it is a star “shining in the midst of darkness” and
“frees us from the cruelty … the anxiety … the frantic flurry of activity”
that prevail in the contemporary era (see Par 222-224).
Chapter Seven: renewed encounter
The value and promotion of peace is reflected on in the seventh
chapter, “Paths of renewed encounter”, in which the Pope underlines
that peace is connected to truth, justice and mercy. Far from the
desire for vengeance, it is “proactive” and aims at forming a society
based on service to others and on the pursuit of reconciliation and
mutual development (see Par 227-229). Thus, peace is an “art” that
involves and regards everyone and in which each one must do his or
her part in “a never-ending task” (see Par 227-232). Forgiveness is
linked to peace: we must love everyone, without exception – the
Encyclical reads – but loving an oppressor means helping him to
change and not allowing him to continue oppressing his neighbour
(see Par 241-242). Forgiveness does not mean impunity, but rather,
justice and remembrance, because to forgive does not mean to
forget, but to renounce the destructive power of evil and the desire for
revenge. Never forget “horrors” like the Shoah, the atomic bombing of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, persecutions and ethnic massacres –
exhorts the Pope. They must be remembered always, anew, so as not
be become anaesthetized and to keep the flame of collective
conscience alive. It is just as important to remember the good (see
Par 246-252).
“Just War”
Part of the seventh chapter, then, focuses on war: “a constant threat”,
that represents “the negation of all rights”, “a failure of politics and of
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humanity”, and “a stinging defeat before the forces of evil”. Moreover,
due to nuclear chemical and biological weapons that strike many
innocent civilians, today we can no longer think, as in the past, of the
possibility of a “just war”, but we must vehemently reaffirm: “Never
again war!” The total elimination of nuclear arms is “a moral and
humanitarian imperative”. With the money invested in weapons, the
Pope suggests instead the establishment of a global fund for the
elimination of hunger (see Par 255-262).
Death penalty
Francis expresses just as clearly a position with regard to the death
penalty: it is inadmissible and must be abolished worldwide. Not even
a murderer loses his personal dignity” – the Pope writes – “and God
himself pledges to guarantee this” (Par 263-269). There is emphasis
on the necessity to respect “the sacredness of life” (Par 283) where
today “some parts of our human family, it appears, can be readily
sacrificed”, such as the unborn, the poor, the disabled and the elderly
(Par 18).
Chapter Eight: religion and fraternity
In the eighth and final chapter, the Pontiff focuses on “Religions at the
service of fraternity in our world” and emphasizes that terrorism is not
due to religion but to erroneous interpretations of religious texts, as
well as “policies linked to hunger, poverty, injustice, oppression” (Par
282-283). a journey of peace among religions is possible and that it is
therefore necessary to guarantee religious freedom, a fundamental
human right for all believers (see Par 279).
The Encyclical reflects, in particular, on the role of the Church: she
does not “restrict her mission to the private sphere”, it states. While
not engaging in politics she does not, however, renounce the political
dimension of life itself, attention to the common good and concern for
integral human development, according to evangelical principals (see
Par 276-278).
Lastly, Francis quotes the “Document on Human Fraternity for World
Peace and Living Together”, which he signed on 4 February 2019 in
Abu Dhabi, along with the Grand Imam of Al-Azhar, Ahmad Al-Tayyib:
from that milestone of interreligious dialogue, the Pontiff returns to the
appeal that, in the name of human fraternity, dialogue be adopted as
the way, common cooperation as conduct, and mutual knowledge as
method and standard (see Par 285)
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Bishop John’s Monthly Message (October E-News)
My dear brothers and sisters,
I wrote to you in June assuring you of
my best wishes and prayers during the
pandemic. I continue to pray for the
people of the Diocese during this time.
As we emerge from the loss, suffering
and uncertainty caused by the
Coronavirus, we hope in the reality of
the risen Lord and continue to respond
to His command to St Francis and
each of us to ‘Rebuild His Church’.
Pope Francis reminds us of the priority
of placing the needs of others before
our own. We have seen this being expressed in so many ways during
this time of pandemic.
Over the past few months, I have seen all around the Diocese a lot of
energy being invested in encouraging “spirituality and prayer at
home”. Thank you for all you are doing. There was the remarkable
opinion poll result recently that stated that, prior to the pandemic, 4%
of the nation attended religious services and now it is about 25%,
using electronic means. If that is true, we may well have a wonderful
challenge of welcoming newcomers to our churches as they re-open.
After a period of reflection, and when the time is right, we will launch
Stage 4 of our Hope in the Future journey, focussing on ‘Proclaiming
the Good News’. During this Stage we will be reflecting on how we
can develop links between our Schools and Parishes whilst
accompanying families. We will consider how we can help everyone
to experience the Good News of Jesus Christ who come into contact
with our parishes through the celebrations of baptisms, weddings,
funerals,
RCIA,
Christmas
and
Easter
Liturgies.
Stay with us, Lord, on our journey.
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Parish Organisations
BOWLING CLUB
2020 will go down as the
season that never was. However
the green still needed to be cut
and a certain amount of work
done around the green. Our
thanks must go to Charles and
Jean Brown who have worked
through very trying times to keep
the green open for the few
people who have played on it.
Thanks also to the other
members of our club who have
helped in any way this year.
As a reminder of how a season
usually ends here is a copy of an
entry in News and Views October
1986.
‘’Poem to Summer Past 1986’’
The time has come for Bowlers
all to put away their woods
And think of things they failed to
do yet should or would or could.
Three teams we’ve had in
different Leagues two men and
one of ladies.
Success was very hard to find ill
luck like unto Hades.
Yet pleasure grand was there to
see the grass was green and
running.
Good friendships new and old
were made sincere for all the
funning.
When August came our Race
was run for Winners many prizes.
Both men and women played so

well in all our shapes and sizes.
But all is not completed yet our
Dance has still to come.
October seventeen the day,
please come and join the fun.
But all of this would not have
been without the Backroom
Workers.
Our heartfelt thanks we give to
them may you have more
supporters.
W R Hesmondhalgh
BROWNEDGE CHRISTIANS
TOGETHER FOOD BANK
St. Gerard’s parishioners have
given generous support to the
Brownedge Christians Together
Food Bank and continue to do
so. This is much appreciated by
those who have received help
with food as a result.
If anyone in the parish should
find themselves in need either
now or in the coming winter
months, please don’t hesitate to
contact the food bank who never
turn away anyone asking them
for food. The updated contact
details for the Food Bank are
displayed in the church porch
and are also included in this
issue of News and Views.
Please
pass
on
this
information to anyone you know
who may have need of help with
food, including families who may
need temporary help during
school holiday periods.
Helen Lyth
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AID TO THE CHURCH IN NEED
- RED WEDNESDAY
Some of you may have
attended the Red Wednesday
Mass last year at Brownedge St
Mary’s to remember all those
throughout the world suffering for
their belief in Christ.
This year Red Wednesday falls
on 25 November and even if you
can’t attend Mass perhaps you
can wear something red that day
or place a lighted candle in your
window. The following on line
events on that Wednesday might
be of interest:
i) “Set your Captives Free” – an
update of ACN’s current work.
4.30pm – 6.00pm. Available
from
acnuk.org/
rwdigitalevent
ii) Live-streamed Mass 6.00pm
to 7.00pm from Farm Street
Church of the Immaculate
Conception in prayer and
solidarity for our suffering
brothers and sisters. Also
from the above website.
Around the world countless
numbers of Christians are
kidnapped, attacked or killed for
their faith and millions face
discrimination and legal abuse.
In India for example in the first 6
months of 2020 there were 293
recorded cases of persecution
and
five
Christians
were
martyred. Muslims, Sikhs and
Christians are seen as members

of foreign religions and many of
those facing extremist attacks
are
Dalit
(“Untouchable”)
converts to Christianity.
I recently found a letter sent
me in 1987 from Fr John Kitchen
in Pakistan. I’d sent him a
Christmas message as part of a
justice and peace initiative
started by former parishioners
Jim Miller and Eddie Southworth.
The following extract reveals that
the problems the church faced
then still persist:
“Also we have a programme
for the freeing of slave families.
We’ve freed six so far – it’s a
slow business and causes a lot
of trouble but little by little we are
succeeding
and
it’s
very
consoling to see some of the big
fine strapping lads now holding
their heads up who would have
been condemned to slavery with
their families until they died. We
are trying to pressurize the
government to make the system
illegal but the government is
made up of landowners who
need the slaves to work the land
cheaply. We are also into literacy
programmes, T.B.and health
programmes and building here
and there.’’
Fr. John’s final words; ‘’Keep
praying for us over here.’’
God bless
Margaret Cronin
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Parish Directory
Father Joseph Gee
Sister Louise Shields RNDM
The Presbytery
17C Brownedge Road
Lostock Hall
Preston
PR5 5AA
Tel: 01772 335387
In an Emergency please phone
either
St Marys Brownedge 335168
St Mary’s Leyland
455955
St Catherine's Farrington
421174
St Patricks W-L-Dale 253709 or
St Teresa’s Penwortham on

Contacts
743337
The Primary School

335025

Weekly Services
Sundays:
Saturday Vigil 6:00 p.m.
Sunday
10:00 a.m.
Weekdays:
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

6:30 p.m.
9:15 a.m.
9:15 a.m.
9:15 p.m.
NO MASS.

Holydays:
Eve
6:30 p.m.
Day
9:15 a.m.
Reconciliation: Confessions
before Weekend Masses.

Exposition of the
Blessed Sacrament
Monday
18:00 to 18:30

Baptisms
Are normally conducted on the first and third Sunday of each month
at 12:00 noon. Baptism Preparations currently take place every
few months on two successive Wednesday evenings at 7 pm. Please
telephone the Parish Priest or Sister on 335387 for details.
No Priest! What do we do?
If there is an Emergency and no Priest is available for the weekend
Masses, the Eucharistic Ministers, particularly those who have been
trained, will perform a Holy Communion Service and this will replace
the Mass. Please note that this is Only in an Emergency and
there is no time to arrange for another priest or no other is Priest is
available. There may be occasions when the 8.30am Mass on a
Sunday is cancelled, but the Saturday 6pm and Sunday 10am
Masses will be as usual.
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Marriages
At least six months notification of Marriage is required. Pre-marriage
instruction is mandatory and organised by the Diocese. Please tele-

Parish Organisations
CONTACT
Advertising
John Corrigan
316295
Altar Servers
David Walker
629701
A.P.F.& Sacristan
Christine Flanagan
334723
Blessed Sacrament Guild
335387
Bowling Club
Warwick Hesmondhalgh 339700
CAFOD
Margaret Cronin
336475
Catechists & Sacramental Programme
335387
Children's Liturgy Group
Bridget Nisbet
324740
Choir
Jim Stokes
316574
Organist
Neil Coupe
322976
Drama Group
Grace Robinson
337844
Eucharistic Ministers & Readers
Michael Quinlan
467306
Flowers
Irene Crook
611513
Football Club
Phil Tinsley
07775890667
Fund Raising Group
335387
Gift Aid
John Robinson
335387
News & Views, Website , Printers
David Walker
629701
Majella Companions
Sister Louise
335387
Marriage Registrars
Margaret Cronin
336475
Ann Quinlan
467306
Parochial Centre
Frank Redfearn
338285
Piety Shop
Vivian Page
313910
P.T.A.
Ross Free
339691
Sacred Heart Guild
Mary Hardman
468311
Safeguarding Officer
Colette Kingswood 07769690874
or Colette.kingswood@virginmedia.com
School (Staff, Ancillaries & Governors) Jackie McNally
335025
Senior Citizens Organisers
Linda Walsh
311654
Gloria Duffell
339966
Youth Representative
Lee McNulty
07478703414
Items for News & Views can be left at the Presbytery or emailed to the
editor at newsnviews@saintgerards.org.uk The last day for submissions is
the 20th of each month.
www.saintgerards.org.uk
G.D.P.R. Privacy Notice. In order to withdraw your consent for us publish
your details above or within this magazine, please contact Father Joe at
(office@saintgerards.org.uk). All processing of personal data can cease upon
request, with exception of legal obligations or instances where personal data
is required to protect public safety.
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St Mary’s, Brownedge
Live Streaming Times
https://www.churchservices.tv/bamberbridge
Sunday

Mass

9:30 am

11:00 & 6:30 pm

Monday to Friday

Mass

9:30 am

Private Prayer

Tuesday
Thursday

3:00 pm to 4:00 pm
3:00 pm to 4:00 pm

Rosary

8.00 pm

Saturday

Mass

9:30 am 7 pm Vigil

Sunday

Mass

9:30 am 11:00 & 6:30 pm

Parish Diary
1st
Nov

ALL SAINTS

29th

4th

6th
The Commemoration of All Dec
the Faithful Departed
8th
St Charles Borromeo

8th

32nd Sunday of the Year

9th

Dedication of the Lateran
Basilica

10th

St Leo the Great

11th

St Martin of Tours

15th

33rd Sunday of the Year

21st

Presentation of the
Blessed Virgin Mary

22nd

Our Lord Jesus Christ,
King of the Universe

24th

St Andrew Dung-Lac *
Companions

2nd

1st Sunday of Avent

2nd Sunday of Advent
Immaculate Conception

EMAIL ADDRESS
We have changed our parish
email
address
and
are
introducing a few more
contacts in the near future.
The main email is now :
office@saintgerards.org.uk
&
News and Views email is now:
newsnview@saintgerards.org.
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We have been involved in selling Used Cars for over 25
years.
As a family firm, our aims is to provide a friendly,
professional service providing good quality hand picked
pre owned cars with no pressure selling.
Our vehicles come with a full 12 months MOT, HPi clear and
a thorough check over by our fully qualified mechanics.

Bring this booklet with you and we will donate £25
to St Gerard's Church.
Please note we are now located at our new Premises on
Doodstone Nook, Lostock Hall.
Address
4 - 8 Doodstone Nook
Lostock Hall
Preston, Lancashire
PR55AQ
Telephone: 01772 330744

Mobile:

07836 789446
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A L A N

J O Y C E

UNISEX HAIR DESIGN
BY Top Stylist
Tel: 01772 251 681
34 GLOVERS COURT

PRESTON, PR1 3LS

Residential and Dementia Care for the Elderly
Quality Care - Friendly Staff - Visitors Welcome
34 Wateringpool Lane, Lostock Hall, Preston PRR5 5AP

Tel: 01772 626151

www.lostocklodge.com

WHITFIRE SHAVINGS
&
SAWDUST SUPPLIES
LTD

HEATHERFIELD WORKS, CHURCH LANE
FARINGTON MOSS, LEYLAND,
TEL: PRESTON 335178 Fax: 629843
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Proprietors: Barry Barker & Ian Humphries
TYRES - BATTERIES - EXHAUSTS - AIR
CONDITIONING
T:01772 323557

To Advertise in News & Views Contact
John Corrigan
Ring Preston 01772 316295
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